Understanding the Patient Tab

Double click a patient’s name to see each chart that the patient has, organized by date. When you click the specific chart date, you will see all of the images in the film strip at the bottom.

These 4 buttons allow you to create a new patient, anonymous patient, clear the selected patient, or print.

The Imaging Devices drop down menu allows you to select different devices, like EVA or a camera.

Sub-Tabs allow you to click on the Patient Information to see a patient’s entire information entry.

Advanced Search lets you search by your own parameters, like specific date ranges or by tooth #.

Quick Search lets you search by preset search parameters, like Yesterday/Today Studies.

Patient Tab Notes:

1. Hover the mouse over any button in EVAsoft for the “tool tip.”
2. Double click on a chart date and the chart will open up in the Chart View Tab.
3. Double click on any image in the film strip and the image will open in the Diagnosis View Tab.
4. The active patient is always named under the Patient Tab.
5. Delete studies for a patient in the Patient Information sub-tab.